
ART & CULTURE 

India is nation where an ideal merged of countless 

traditions and culture and heritage is so unique and valuable. 

The customs and traditions practiced in a particular area of the 

nation are usually influenced by the geographical and climatic 

conditions of that area. There are numerous regions where 

cultural practices are based on the local needs of the people. 

Overseas invaders who attacked the country also brought with 

them then customs and traditions which ultimately merging of 

culture created new forms of Art,Music,Dance and structural 

design. 

 For the promotion of all above schools are the ladder to 

promote this art and culture in the country. This art is being 

done through performing and visual Art. visual art 

painting,drawings,Rakhimaking,Mask Making, 

Bandhanmaking,Diya decoration,Greeting card making etc. 

work are done in the Vidyalaya.As far as the performing art is 

concerned Dance,Play skit are performed in the Vidyalaya with 

great enthusiasm, so that the students can connect themselves 

with their own culture.  

 Drawing Syllabus: 

Drawing syllabus of KVS is followed in the Vidyalaya: 
April’2019    - Free hand sketching 
May’2019 to June’2019  - Print Making 
July’2019     - Collage work 
Aug’2019     - Mask making 
Separate level has been fixed/maintained for separate classes. 



- Group activities have been done for students. 

- Posters/Large poster making work have been done on the 

occasion of Independence Day & Republic Day. 

- Best collage work has been done by the students with 

great enthusiasm. 

- Due to this hard work ,students of drawing faculty of our 

Vidyalaya done outstanding work and a student of Class X 

namely Km. Priyani Lai bagged gold medal in 13th All India 

child Art competition/exhibition,Rajamundary. 

- In February, 2019 Master Naman of Class IV remained 

winner of commendable work in 14th All India child Art 

competition/Exhibition. 

- On the spot painting competition of KVS cluster level,Km. 

Priyanka Lai of class XI remained 3rd winner. 

- On 27.03.2019, a student of our Vidylaya got 1st rank in 

senior group in CISF 5th reserve on Ghaziabad. 

- So far as the circulars/letters received from KVS,time to 

time in connection of Drawing/Painting competition etc 

participation of vidyalaya’s students entered in the same. 

- Under ‘Mera Desh Mera Gaurav’ programme of 

KVS,students made greeting cards & rakhi for soldiers & 

same have been sent to the prescribed place,fixed by the 

KVS students of the Vidyalaya participated in the event 

with great enthusiasm. 

- In reference of KVS letter on the occasion of the 20th 

Anniversary of Kargil(Vijay Diwas) poster making 

competition has been done in the Vidyalaya & 10 posters 

in this regard were sent to KVS online. 



- For connection children to their culture, on the occasion of 

all the festivals posters were made in the drawing file of 

the students. 

- Special workshop 

“Say No to plastic bags” 

In this regards, children were motivated so they can come 

on paper bags & environment of the nation can conserve, 

they were teach, how to make paper bags. 

Art Exhibition 

(I) Varli Painting 

(II) Madhubani Painting 

On the above style of painting children have been taught 

& the work of children, what they learned, have been 

displayed, in the Art exhibition, which was held in the 

Vidyalaya. 

- Time to time “Rangolis were prepared on the occasion, 

children contribute in this regards & Guests/chief guests 

appreciate, the style, preparation of Rangoli. 

- Every year, Cover of Vidyalaya patrika show the best of 

drawing work of students. 
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